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B-ARS REPRINTS
THE FIRST FOUR
YEARS OF BULLETINS.
In anticipation of requests for
back numbers of the Bulletin, stimulated in part by the recent publication of the Burchard Index, we
have reprinted Volumes I through
IV. These volumes are available
to all comers at $5.00 per Volume.
Each Volume contains four issues.
Single issues may also be purchased
but we regret that these must be
priced at $2.00 each.
Seth Burchard has promised that
when time permits, he will continue
his Index to include all issues to
date. Since the publication'of
VI-1 containing the Burchard Index,
we have received many letters telling us of the usefulness and interest of the Index and we hope that
we will be able to make it an annual feature. It functions not
only as a guide to information published in the early Bulletins but
can also be used independently as
a supplement to the planemaker lists
given in Goodman's British Planemakers and Roberts' Wooden Planes
in 19th C. America as well as those
in back issues of the Chronicle of
the EAIA.
If you know plane collectors or
other victims of the rhykenological
mania who are not already members
of the Society we hope you will
tell them about the availability
of our back issues and about the
Burchard Index. Back issues can be
ordered from the Membership Manager
whose address appears on the
Masthead.
B-ARS GOES
DOWN UNDER
SMITH APPOINTED
VICE PRESIDENT
Your Society has recently acquired its first Australian member,
Ray Smith of the University of
Adelaide. Ray is a general tool
collector with a special enthusiasm
Continued next page

DUES WILL BE
RAISED IN '82
The recent increase in postal
rates and the gradual rise in all
costs of producing the Bulletin
have dictated that our dues must
be raised if we are to continue
our present publication policies.
We regret this necessity and hope
that it will not be seen as a bur-.
den by the membership. The amount
of next year's dues has not yet
4 e-e' n decided. Your thoughts about
the matter will help us reach a
final decision and we invite you
to write and express an opinion.
Preliminary estimates suggest
that by pinching we can hold the
line at $7.00. This does not allow for any further increase in
costs and it provides no margin
for anything in the way of extras.
A dues of $7.50 will be a little
more comfortable. If, in anticipation of continued inflation, we
set the figure at $10, there may
be a small accumulation of capital
that will make some future project
possible. This could also make
future increases unlikely for a
long period. However, doubling
the current figure might result in
the loss of some memberships making
our position worse instead of better.
Even on a limited operation like
the publication of the Bulletin,
economies of scale are important.
With a contraction of membership,
unit costs will rise and the benefits of an increase could be largely cancelled.
Only you can tell us how valuable
the Bulletin is to the B-ARE membership. We have enjoyed a steady
growth and our roster now includes
close to 300 members. What will
the effect of a dues rise be on
the size of our present membership
and on the gradual acquisition of
new members? What should the new
We hope to hear
dues figure be
from you.

Ray Smith, Cont.
for planes and a keen interest in
the history of the tools he acquires
He has begun his membership well
by sending contributions for the
Bulletin and you can expect to see
inforMation from our"Australian
Connection" in this and future
issues.
In an effort to reach out to the
rhykenological fraternity in Australia we have asked Ray to be our
Vice President-for that great but
distant nation. He joins a distinguished group of Area V Ps, whose
names you will find on the Masthead,
in providing a local source of information about the Society.
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Rubbing of J VANRIPER planecrowned V VI, owned by Bob
Seifert- V-3-5

NOTES & QUERIES

L7.7.

Crowned initials on an
L.LITTLE plane owned by
Herman Freedman. The
iron is by Cam & Brown.

We read in Gunsmiths and Gunmakers of Vermont
by Warren R. Horn that John Hills of Charlotte
VT. was the son of Benoni Hills of Durham, CT.
Benoni Hills was a gunsmith, blacksmith atd
toolmaker. What kind of toolmaker is not specified. As a blacksmith, he may have made meta]
tools but that there is at least the chance
that planes were among his products. "Toolmaker" is not at all an unusual designation in.
the early records for men who were unquestionably planemakers. The existence of men named
Hills among New England planemakers in the early
19th Centuri is perhaps worth remembering in
this connection.
Among the planes in the collection of Al Halsey
are two early plows which are almost certainly
of 18th Century make, perhaps very early in
4
/ inches long in the
the century. One is 101
stock with the mark S.TAGGA--. The final letters which have been badly damaged are believed
to be RT. The stems, which are larger in cross
section, than the usual wedge-fixed sliding
stems seen on early planes are a full eight
inches long.
The second plow is marked only with the
boxed initials DF which appear twice on the
foreend. The stock is 9 3/4" long and the arms
are 6 3/4".
Both plows have their skates crudely riveted in place with five rivets. The Tagga(rt)
plow has its fence held to its arms by metal
pins with irregular square washers. The DF
plow is also pinned but washers do not seem to
have been used and the heads of the pins are
much enlarged to supply the deficiency.
VI--2 -2

NOTES & QUERIES
From Dale Carpenter we hear of the mark J.LEWIS
on what he believes is a coach door plane. He
points out that the only listing of this mark he
has been able to find is on page 69 of the
Christie catalog of the Arnold & Walkel- sale,
(item 841).
From Joe Dziadu1's Jan. '81 list comes a report
maker's
of a previously Unlisted G.WESTGATE in the
ics.
characterist
C
18
of
rounder
slot on a modified
In his thirteenth catalog Bud Steere lists a
19" razee jack plane marked P.G.WILLITS and
queries whether Willits is an owner or maker?
Has any member seen a plane with this mark.
From John Bittner's catalog of the Roberts auction
come the following items not found in standard
lists:- • J.,TANES_ 22" Foreplane
• D.GILMAN- Self handled OG
. J.V.VMECK - 2" OG
tooth
A sighting of W.BIBBER embossed in a saw
by
reported
is
moulder
rectangle on a 19 C
Dan Semel.
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Alexis de Toqueville visits
Auburn Prison and views
the plane shop.
Tool shop.
30 prisoners, one representative of the contractor.
—
7

Q. How much a day do you pay for the lk r k one i,risoner
A. An average of 30 cents. .
Q. And how much would you pay the same man in freedom?
A. At least c0 dollars a month.
Q. What is the reason for the difference?
A. 1st. The contractor got very favourable terms because, at
the time he made the deal, the State needed him. I think that
ithout doing his business badly, he could have-given 50 cents.
:nd. The contractor is obliged to keep the prisoners at
work, even when the products of their labour cannot be
sold. He cannot dismiss his workmen in proportion to the
work p He must make up for that disadvantage by the price per
day.
Q. Besides the prisoner works less than the man at liberty?
A. That is true for some days, but not for a year. I am convinced that in the course of a year one gets more work from a
prisoner than from a free worker.
The Keeper seemed a man above the average.
Q. How do you get this sustained work from the prisoners?
A. From the fear they feel for the whip. I regard the punishment of the whip (the only one used at Auburn) as the only
means of maintaining the discipline of the prison, and as the
most humane punishment.
•
From Alexis de Toqueville's Journey to America
translated by George Lawrence and published
by the Yale University Press, 1960.

Prisoners at the State Prison at Auburn.
Some planemakers taking their coffee
break.
VI —2--4

TREMAN & BROS. - WHAT HAPPENED TO THEM?
by
Seth W. Burchard
h into the
The members of B-ARS have done infinite amounts of researc
For the most part
names behind the markings on the noses of their planes.
records, a few
we come up with some dates from old tombstones and court
relationships, dates of birth, marriage, death.
by the
"As I Remember - Recollections of Allan H. Treman" issued
ity
Univers
Department of Manuscripts and University Archives, Cornell
the
of
story
to the
Libraries, Ithaca, N.Y. 1979, adds flesh and bones
Treman family.
Point. As
Abner Treman, born 1761, fought at the Battle of Stony
burg,
Trumans
became
a veteran's bonus he received the plot of land which
is
(It
ton.
Washing
New York, because of an error by the Post Office in
oldthe
,
Leonard
highly probable that Abner could not write too well.)
in Ithaca. Leonard
Store
e
Hardwar
s
Pelton'
in
clerk
est grandson became a
They were joined in
and his brother Lafayette bought out Pelton in 1844.
they added a foundry
1849 by Elias as Treman & Brothers. At that time
teakettles, washboilers,
and factory behind the store, making planes, copper
a cousin, Leander
and other products. In 1857 they took into partnership
of the
King and the name became Treman King and Company. A picture
s continbusines
The
Talk".
"Plane
of
factory appears in Vol. II, No. 3
have
planes
no
but
n,
locatio
l
origina
ued in operation until 1944 at the
in
adopted
name
new
the
bear
that
been found, as far as I can discover,
the
that
shows
clearly
1870
about
1857'. A picture of the factory taken
words "Plane Factory" were painted over long before that date.
ground
The Treman family prospered, entering public utilities on the
Ithaca.
to
city
electri
and
gas
floor. They were prominent in bringing
early 1920's
Tremans served on the Board of Trustees of Cornell. In the
and movie
dancer
the
to
e
Bob Treman shocked Ithaca by his brief marriag
located
then
studio
the
star Irene Castle, who had been making films in
as
retired
y
recentl
has
at the head of Cayuga Lake. The last male Treman
long
will
memory
.
Their
President of the Tompkins County Trust Company
be preserved by the Allan H. Treman State Marine Park and the Robert H.
Treman State Park, both within a short distance of Ithaca.
NOTES & QUERIES
Fred Bair noticed that a clutch of English moulders he had acquired bore the same owner's mark,
A.Sheldrake, as a similar group in the cabinet
maker's shop at Williamsburg. Needless to say
the A. Sheldrake family has been reunited.
From the 1845 Boston Almanac comes a bit of unusual rhykenological history. It seems that
planes are something more then instruments for
shaving wood or the raw material from which lamps
are made. "Mr. Moore, an honest, worthy man,
advanced in years, who keeps birds on sale, opposite the head of Brattle Street, left his room
for a few minutes, and on returning, and in the
act of lighting a match, a man rushed upon him
with a fore-plane, taken from the bench, with
which Mr. Moore was prostrated." The robber
made off with between 30 and 40 dollars. The
account does not say whether he kept the foreplane.
VI-2-5

N\
I:BRISCOE
An examnle of an I:BRISCOE (John Briscoe -1795-, BPII)
Iron is by HILDICK (zb) (1760-90, BP II)
The wedge is replaced.
Plane is a round, 9 3/4" long.
It is stamped on the heel 12.
It is in fact an "old style" 14 or "new style" 16.
The side chamfers are stopped with double gouge cuts
as Gabriel (No. 30,31; BP II).
But the right chamfer continues below the left similar
to Gabriel 429. The top is rounded, not flat
chamfers.
Bill Gustafson

Harold Fountain's
Violin Maker's Planes
.(Shown actual size)
Fountain and illusThese planes awned by Harold
the kit of a
trated by Jim Aber all came from Philadelphia
_
craftsman named H. Yates from the
not-illustratare
h
whic
e
thos
area. One plane of
e marked G. CARTER
ed, a boat shaped smooth--151an
perhaps a prowho is believed to be the maker,
clearly G and
fessional. The first initial is
one of the several
he is therefore probably not
e listed in
plane making Carters of N.Y. Stat
eved to have
WPINCA. A thirteeth plane is beli
s before
year
ral
seve
kit
been sold from the
are mostly of
Harold acquired it. The planes
1 of ebony _The
box but include four of beech and
follow. Largest dimension in
dimensio
_ ns: are as
including the
length and -ae-pth are given, not
.
iron
and
e
orotusion of the wedg
7/8" X 1 3/4" box
2
7.
1. 2" X 14" boxwood
8. 2 5/8" X 1 7/16" box
2. 1 7/8" X 1 1/16" box
9. 3" X 1 3/8" beech
3. 2" X 1 1/8" box
10. 2 5/8" X 1 7/16" ebony
2 " X 1 7/8" beech
/
4. 31
11. 2 5/8" X 1 3/8" beech
5. 2 5/8" X 1 1/8" box
shown 3 7/16" X 1 38" beech
6. 2 7/10" X 13/16" box 12. Not

SOME PLANES FROM A
KIT OWNED BY
HAROLD FOUNTAIN

4

f
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Violin Maker's Planes
(Shown actual size)

Jim Aber

NOTES & QUERIES
Richard Howe reported a moulder marked ARM:FISK,
V-4-19. Bob Seifert writes that he awns a 10"
birch rabbet marked ABRAHAM FISK. Its wedge
has a similar finial to the Howe plane but is
much longer in the waist. This reminds us that
Everett Van Hvnina told us about an early Yankee
style plow marked ABRAHAM FISK in a straightsided
border and suggested comparison with the five
moulding planes marked FISK/RIDGEFIELD/CONN.
listed in the Keillor auction. We suppose ARM
might be an abbreviation for ABRAHAM and wonder
if the eight FISK planes are products of the
same maker or related makers. This ought to be
an interesting line of inquiry for any Conn.
member near Ridgefield.
One of the very few (if not the only) documented
eighteenth century American plane iron makers
has been recognized. Larry Camoanell brings to
our attention an ad reproduced on page 25, Kauffman -"American Axes". :he ad is from the July 7,
1789 Pennsylvania Packet and Daily Advertiser.
In it WM. PERKINS a blacksmith from Philadelphia,
says he makes Axes, Adzes, Hoes, etc and Plane
Irons.
Ray Smith says, "To throw confusion into the
general discussion on crowned initials I have
a woodcarving gouge with incuse initials WO,
crowned, on the handle. The crowned initials a
are similar to those found on the Grant planes:
is
The maker's name on the blade of the gouge
Birmingham
T. SHAW. Is this Thomas Shaw, the
1843?
planemaker, shown in BP El as working in

A lIF
±111!Q11."
. 111104:41;40""

ocher
The use of trademarks combining crowns, or
devices, and initials has been noted by several
correspondents. Many examples of this us age
is
appear in the 1787 Sheffield Directory and it
not uncommon on English tools from various locations. What makes us believe this does not explain the Grant initials is the fact that
on the Grant planes the letters are individuallly crowned and there are many different initial combinations.
A plane with 18 C characteristics marked
ANDERSON has been collected by Bud Brown.
This may be the label of William Anderson/
Leeds who worked as early as 1798 or another,
perhaps earlier, perhaps American, labeler.

A moulding plane of rather fancy sole profile
owned by Al Halsey is marked with an embossed
L.MARLEY in the maker's slot. It has a secondary marking E RO2E. We presume L. MARLEY is
Luke Marley who made planes in NYC according to.
the Roberts' Planemakers....in N.Y. State... No
Marley label Is recorded with a first initial
and the labels previously reported all bear the
address N.YOR.K. Luke Marley worked from 1820 tO
1856.
I SLEEPER has been assigned to Newburyport, Mass.
according to a note in Bud Steere's Nov. '80
list.
Jn. GORDON whose name appears in the Names Alone
section of WPINCA stamped a slide arm fillister
of the on-the-bench type in the collection of
the Secretary. The arms are wedged and the
plane is equipped with a mortised wooden depth
stop. Design details are 19th C,perhaps fairly
early in that period. It should be remembered
that a J. GORDON is listed among the "Problem
Children" in W.L.G.'s BP II.
Bill Eviston writes "The mark on the adjustable
° law mentioned in V-2-22 was probably J,DENISON,
who relatively often produced tools in exotic
woods". We blush at having failed to note this
possibility.

N.NORTCN
CAMDEN, N.J.
by
Carl Bopp.
A New Jersey tool maker traced through Philadelphia sources was Nathan ?, Norton. Norton
was a planemaker from Canden, N.J., just across
the Delaware River from Philadelphia. (Philadelphia directories include Camden.)
Like many of his fellow plane makers on the
opposite shore,Norton moved around a lot. He
was first listed in Camden in 1850, as Bridge
Avc.nue AB (above) Front. Although he was stil l
at this location in 1851, by 1852 he was at 5tY,
AB (above) Plum. In 1854 he was back on Bridge
Avenue, this time Bel (below) 2nd, And in 1855
and 1856 we find him at 5th N. Morris (north of
Morris, or 5th and North Morris.) Where Norton
moved after 1856 heaven only knows, as he is
not listed in the 1857, 1858, or 1959 directories.
Norton;s planes are marked:
N.NORTON
Camden, NJ
Warranted.
Today, Nathan F. Norton planes are quite
scarce. In years of collecting on both sides
of the river, I have seen only a few of them.
(This article was reprinted by permission of
the author from "The Tool Shed", publication of
CRAFTS of New Jersey, Jan. 1981.)

The Early American Industries Association has
planned a ,troject to record the names of all
American tool makers working prior to 1860.
Reports from tool collectors based on observed
labels, local records and other information
will be used to create a computer data bank
from which a hook will eventually be oroduced.
Well give you details as they develop. As it
is now planned, reporting forms will be made
available to anyone wishing to take part.
Reg Fowls writes from England about Charles
Alley's note of ..1n0 HOLIDAY in V-1-15. Reg
awns a plane marked I.HOLIDAY in a sawtooth
border, that has the appearance of very early
18th C., English manufacture. Remembering
that J was often rendered as I in this period,
it's not unlikely that there is some connection.
Perhaps these are two label states of the same
maker or perhaps there is a famiYconnection
between the two Holidays.
At long last another sighting of T.LAMSON re4"
/
ported in I-3-15. The mark appears on a 91
core and bead moulder with a one inch cutter.
Recorded by RYE' the large embossed label is
something special. It is a two stepper with
the initial T flanked on each side by three
five pointed stars in a perpendicular arrangement, forming the first level and the name
LAMSON with a backwards 74 forming the second.

9 i " Beech
Bob Graham
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SOURCE OF WEDGES?
by
Carl Bopp
Most all standard English and American moulding planes have a rabbet cut in the side, making a narrower top than bottom. This rabbet
could have been planed out and the waste wood piled up in shavings.
In a waste-not-want-not world, a more useful and probable way would
have been to saw out this rabbet. The waste piece could then have been
used,perhaps, to make wedges. In most situations more than one wedge
could have been made from each piece. The extra wedges could be used
in other planes that do not have a rabbet shape cut into them, (Narrow
The illustration shows the conjectured
moulding, plow, dado, etc.)
process.

NOTES & QUERIES
A FRED' STONES iron overstamned W.BUTCHER has
been observed by Dave Perch. Does anyone know
what sort of transaction resulted in this
double marking?

VI-2-9

NOTICE!
eye-catching
In our VI-1 issue we wanted an
ocillustration because the Burchard "Index"
Searching
cupied so many pages of solid text.
beautiful
through the pending file we found a
it
thought
drawing by President Graham. We
we
but
text
of
had been accompanied by a page
file
the
in
couldn't find the text anywhere
for the
(with good reason as it turned out,
original
The
Xerox.
picture we found was a
it).
had been carefully wrapped to preserve
with
issue
this
in
both
Anyway, we are running
everyone.
our apologies to

A recent issue of PLANETALK contained an illustration of a screwarm plow marked T.NAPIER/PHILADa. The plow, which was found in a Nevada
City, California antique shop is of interest on two counts: it is the
first reported example to date of a placename added to the mark of
Thomas Napier, an immigrant from Edinburgh who worked in Philadelphia
from the last quarter of the eighteenth century until his death about
1811; it is a very early example of this type of adjustment mechanism
haveing been applied to a plow of American or English origin.
The rounded chamfering of the beechwood stock, in contrast to the
wide, flat chamfering of other Napier planes, suggests that it was made
in the latter part of his career--c. 1800-1811. The only noteable
construction details in comparison with typical middle nineteenth century American examples of plows of this type are the slender 5/8" diameter coarse-threaded arms, the delicate form of the outside adjusting
nuts, and the heptagonally shaped inside nuts. The wood used in the
arms and both sets of adjusting nuts is fruitwood--probably apple. The
stock is rather short, at 7 7/8"--a length more typical of English
plows
A few months later a similar plow marked T:GOLDSMITH turned up at
a Sacramento antique show. Thomas Goldsmith is listed in Philadelphia
directories from 1801 until 1837. Although the threaded arms of this
example are 3/4" in diameter, a size that was almost universally used
in the later nineteenth century, the form, though reversed, of the outside adjusting nuts is strik,ingly similar to the ones on the Napier
2"
1
plow. Beech and fruitwood are used in the construction, but the 8 /
plows.
length is more typical of American screw-arm
I would date this plow as having been made about 1820-25. Earlier
examples of Goldsmith's work, like those of Napier, are flat chamfered.
Later examples would probably be similar to the illustrated work of
John Colton (1837-1876-). The large diameter adjusting nuts and the
complex profile of the arm risers are fairly typical of plows made
throughout the American planemaking centers during the second half of
the nineteenth century, but the blunt-pointed woodscrews used to
attach the metal parts of this particular example indicate a date of
manufacture before about 1850.
In 'Geschichte des Hobels' Greber illustrates screw-arm plows from
the collection of the Elector of Saxony which was assembled before 1570.
Was the use of wooden screws so common in other mechanisms that it was
independently applied to plow plane construction in different parts of
the world? Were the first American made plows of this type made in
Philadelphia? Whereas screw-arm plows offer little, even questionable,
advantage over the thumbscrew adjusted plows made in New England from
the middle 1700's, they offer real improvement in ease of adjustment
over the wedge-locked English form of the tool made in the early nineteenth century planemaking centers of Philadelphia, Baltimore, and New
York. Did Napier bring this design with him from Edinburgh? A wedgelocked plow made by him is illustrated in an article by Joseph Stakes
in THE CHRONICLE of the Early American Industries Association (Vol. 30,
No. 1, March 1977). Yet another plow, owned by Alan Bates, has the
ancient wedgeless, friction-fit, construction described by Joseph Moxon
in MECHANICK EXCERCISES in 1683. Are there examples of English or
American screw-arm plows which can be dated before 1811?
Robert D. Graham, Jr.
VI-2-10

SCREW ARM PLOWS
PHILADA

Si

THOMAS NAPIER, 1785- 1810

THOMAS GOLDSMITH, 1801-37

JOHN COLTON, 1837-76VI-2-11
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WHO WAS I W ?
by
Hal Prucha
The known history of these planes is vague. It begins with their purchase at an auction in
Woodstock, Va. Woodstock is a small but historically significant town located in the northern
part of the Shenandoah Valley along the Shenandoah River. Germans and Scotch Irish settled the
area before the Revolutionary War. A good clockmaker and a number of cabinetmakers lived and
worked in the town. during its long history. A tavern, known locally as the Narrow Passage
Tavern, is still located a couple of miles south of the town. The tavern got its name from the.
site on which it was built. The main pike (North-South) hugged the banks of the river and was
so narrow that two wagons were said to have a hard time passing. Its strategic location was
Travelers had to go through
appreciated in both wars, the Revolutionary War and the Civil War.
Woodstock.
the passage and, logically,
Both planes are made of cherry with chipping and other related damage due to working dense
and figured wood with hand planes. Both are non-standard lengths for the type of plane . The
irons are relatively the same thickness throughout their length and show that they are unmarked
and hand forged, more than likely by the planemaker or local blacksmith. This is not to indicate that they were not professionally filed and finished.
The most intriguing aspect of the pair is their owner/maker stamps. The moulder has the most
unusual and beautiful " I W " that is stamped twice on the nose of the plane. Note that it's
embossed. The second plane, a large quirked but non-boxed cornice bead has an incised I W and
the stamp is much plainer. It is struck only once and the mark is actually much smaller than the
drawing would indicate. The mark is on the heel of the plane not the toe as I have shown it.
The planes appear to span a fair amount of working time. The first, the moulder, is almost
classic 18 C with its wide flat chamfers and wedge style, narrow proportions of the upper body,
etc. The cornice bead has rounded chamfers a centered tote and typical 19th C iron configurations.
The style of the tote is unusual and looks early.
I would appreciate it if B-ARS members who live in the valley (and elsewhere) would report
any examples of I W's work in their collections. Of course I would like to have any information
on who "I W " might have been.
Hal Prucha can be reached at:

7713 Woodstock St.,

Manassas, VA

22110

:NOTES & QUERIES
Dave Perch asks "Do all sash fillister fences
close across the blade? I thought they were
like the one on the right, but saw one today
' like one on the left".
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NOTES & QUERIES

In a long list of unreported or ambiguous foreend markings which also included a few updatings
of names published in standard lists we reported
and
catalogs
from
auction
We frequently quote
in 1-3 the name J.S. STRODE without further indealers lists because these sources provide a
formation. In V-2-5 Dale Carpenter reported
labels.
or
variant
names
many
unrecorded
great
"J.STRODE-with t'lree flower or sunburst devicesAlthough such sources are very useful, we hope
incised". We have now heard from Charles Randall,
it is understood that they do not always reprewho supplies a rubbing made from the markings on
sent entirely dependable information. Descripthe fore end of a screw arm plow. The name J.
tions are rendered in very few words that often
STRODE is struck twice, once with the bottom of
do not allow for reservations about the readthe letter line struck parallel with the bottom
ings of marks which maybe faint,or incomplete,
of the plow, the second strike immediately above
or may represent ownershiR marks. Though many•
and parallel with the first but upside down.
dealers are both knowledgeable and careful, we
The name marks are surrounded by a dozen sunhave observed that the generality of commercial
burst stamps. With the ring of sunbursts which
tool descriptions contain corrupt readings, typo- in in the form
of an arch with a straight botgraphical errors, questionable attributions, and
tom element is a small stamp which looks remarkincomplete information. This does not necessarably like a fox but may be a cat. The use of
ily reflect on :he cataloguers whose purpose is
the sunburst marks and the extravagant decoradifferent than ours and who often have to protion is reminiscent of the marking of J(onathan)
duce their descriptions at one or more removes
W PEARCE/PIRCE of Fall River, Mass, and other
from the actual objects. Typographical purity
addresses who was active -1840-1879 (PT IV-1-13).
is not to be expected in auction lists which may
Perhaps it will be profitable to look for Strode have to be hurriedly produced and whose reason
in Fall River or in Rhode Island where Pearce
for existence is merely tg give the potential
has also be reported. Incidentally, Charles
bidder a basis for deciding whether or not to
Randall has drawn the screws which retain the
attend a sale and personally examine the merskate on his Strode plane. He tells us that
chandise to be offered. Any note then which
.they are blunt pointed, probably placing them
arises from catalog descriptions should be reprior to 1850. This might suggest that Strode
garded as questionable until substantiated by
,as Pearce's predecessor or even his master.
-,
information from other sources.
Harold Fountain tells us that in Louisiana he
found a grooving plane, more that 10" long, handled like a jack plane and marked G. ANDRE. The
plane which Harold judges to be most probably
18 C manufacture has rounded chamfers.

An auction catalog from Tyrone Roberts for April
7, 1981 suggests that, besides the label ARUNDEL
cited in 3P 11, Richard Arundel (1) also used
R Arandel, Arandel and Burnside, and Arundal.
Since these spellings are carefully discriminated in the catalog we believe they are observed
variants and not typographical flukes,
The opinion has been offered on several fronts
that the devices which surmount the initials
frequently found on Thomas Grant planes do not
represent crowns but are fleu do us, tridents
or other objects. While the subject remains debatable,a strong support of the crown description is provided by Ronald F. Michaelis in his
book Antique Pewter of the British Isles. Michaelis illustrates a mark supplementary to the
makers' individual touches on 17th and 18th
century pewter. Our illustration is reproduced
from his book. It is described as a"...Crowned
letter 'X'...". In National Types of Old Pewter
by Cotterell, Riff and Vetter a crowned X mark
from Dutch pewter is shown, In this illustration
there can be no question that a literal crown is
intended.

In a list circulated by Roger Smith is found described a 7" birch smooth plane marked S.WRIGHT.
Rober believes him to be an owner-maker. The
plane is 2 13/16" wide and has a 2" double
I.H.SORBY iron and wide flat chamfers. It is
believed to date to the late 18 C.

X
Washington,
In PATINAGRAM,the publication of the
(Mar. '81)
D.C. area tool collector's association
appeared a short note by Hal ?ruche. We quote
in full: QUEST FOR F. DALLICXER, PLANEMAKER.
about
"My request for members to write to me
collecany examples of F.D.'s planes in their
member
tions netted a very nice letter from our
Norb has
and long 3-ARE member, Mr. Norb Sand.
at
three planes by Dallickerthathe purchased
Renniger's Flea Market in Adamstown, PA., the
about
site of the four major flea markets, and
were
20 miles N.E. of Lancaster. Norb's planes
my
most interesting and were made identical to
examples. Correspondence with Mr. Alan Bates
of the Wilmington, Del- area tends to confirm
my hopes that Dallicker worked about 1800 somewhere along the Philadelphia to Lancaster route.
We hope to pin him down through courthouse record!
Seth Burchard says, "A cic stamp is not necessarily a maker's mark. I was offered a lot of
planes recently, all marked W. MANN in a serrated border on the nose. If there had been only
one I would have thought I had discovered a new maker, but several were stamped on the back and
sides as well and one was also stamped THOMAS/
wARDOUR ST/OXFORD ST., (See Goodman), while another had the mark BENEFACTUM."

Catalog 11A of Birchland Antiques, Landisville.
PA., issued in January 1981 has a number of en.
tries which may represent unrecorded makers or
dealers or may help to confirm previous observations of names not in the published lists. We
suspect however, that some of the names represent owners.
2 " X 8", beech with ash handles
/
.Witchet - 1
marked J.WRIGHTON (embossed in a sawtooth border)
.Smooth plane - beech wedge, 9" long marked
BONIN
.Coffin shaped (?) plane 1 3/8" X 5" long marked E. DAVIES
2 " long marked F.W.PERRY
/
2 " X 51
/
,Rabbet plane 11
2 " long marked S.G.
/
.Thumb plane (?) 3/4" X 31
SPARKS
.Thumb plane (?) compass sole 5/8" X 3;5" long
marked A. DUTTON.
.Gunmetal chariot plane marked Z.BRINICLEE
.Gunmetal bullmose marked F.WILLIAMS.
-Pair of stair rail planes - cherry wood marked T.PALMER/PO'KEEPSIE, NY.
.Hollow wedge chamfer plane marked A.PARTRIDGE
.Iron chariot plane marked G. REEVE
.Scratch stock marked T.BARTLETT
.Pattern makers plane set w/6 matched soles
marked J.SMITH. Perhaps an owner but compare
J & C Smith, J.H. Smith, S.W. Smith.
.Toothing plane marked J.B.GORTON.
A suggestion in Vol V that we record planemakers
who also made other tools has already produced
some reports. Further, we find in the Connoisseur of Jan, '81 an article by 3-ARE member
Philip Walker which is of great interest in
itself but to our point reproduces a photograph of a "Sheffield-style" brace made sometime
in the last half of the 18 C by London planemaker
John Sym. It is captioned "...the earliest
known example with the spring chuck...". Sym,
who worked in Westminster and used the mark
I' SYM, is given the working period 1753 to
1802/3 by WIG in BP II.
A plow plane marked J.ISLEY is retorted In the.
Nov. 'BO auction list of Richard Crane.
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F. DALLICKER
by
Hal Prucha
I am interested in learning as much as I can about a relatively rare
maker that I believe worked in the Lancaster-York -Gettysburg area of
Pennsylvania. He was mentioned in the N & Q column as an offering by
Jock Moody in his March 1980 list. I refer to F.DALLICKER. I purchased
the double bead that Jock had and I have found two other F.DALLICKER
planes. One is a screw arm plow and the other is a panel raising plane.
LEE: me describe them in the order above.
The double bead is double boxed, 14.: Boxing is Lignum Vitae. The
block and wedge are beech. Plane length is 9 3/8". No markings except
Note that the letters
the incised heavy Roman letters y cl ptill_angti, 22
configuration to
are not uniform in height or
the Roman alphabet. The owners mark is branded on the side
in very similar letters to Dallicker's
stamp. The block has fairly heavy
rounded chamfers and a square profile at heel. The wedge shape is similar in the bead plow. The iron is unmarked but tapered in thickness,
C 1810 on. The screw armed plow is most unusual in the design of the
arms. The shape is like this:

Dr'llZ11

-2
(- ,5G1
&

Flat stock
Chamfered edges.
The block, fence, skate and brass thumbscrew depth stop are all fairly typical. The nuts and washers are boxwood and not too unusual in
shape, I think.
The nut is a little too long but it does show the
nut-design is too small in diameter to it length
to be typical.
The chamfer on the block is very similar to the previously mentioned bead plane. The wood is beech. The iron was a replacement. The
plane has no owners' marks.
The most interesting piece is the panel raising plane. The iron is
2 " wide, skewed. The tote is a three finger
/
a round too, MOTTRAM/ 21
slightly offset, 18 C style beauty. The bottom fence has a very nice
4" raised edge bead on a 7/16" thick piece.
1
44.1. KW"
The block is 14" long and of beech, I think.
45,- raised bead
There is an angled beech depth stop dovetailed into the block with brass
plate and iron round head screw. It looks right by the wear on the
brass insert plate. There is an owner's mark on the toe, H.HOFFMAN, incised professional Roman type. I would like to ask anyone with other
F.DALLICKER planes to write to-me at: 7713 Woodstock St.
Manassas, VA 22110

Wedge from F. Dallicker double bead.
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NOTES & QUERIES
The name R.N.ROSS, described as a probable owner
appears on a right hand side rabbet offered by
Bud Steere in his Nov. '80 list. We mention it
because Bud does not explain why he assigns the
"probable owner" status and because any probable
is also a possible if viewed from the other direction. More to the point is the fact that
in V-4-4 John Meloney reported a second name
R.N.ROSS on a plane marked 0.L.REYNOLDS/MAKER.
Ross may have been a merchant or, if an owner,
two of his planes have turned up in widely separated locations.
The search for plane makers who marked other
tools has uncovered a Sheffield type bit stock
found by Bud Brown and marked with the sawtooth border of J.T.JONES. Not only is this
an interesting example of the variety of tools
made by plane makers but it is most unusual to
find this kind of bitstock with the label of
an American maker. The label has an additional decoration of five pointed stars, as has
been reported on some the the Jones' planes.
RES reports the mark J.P. & CO. on a sash fillester. He hazards that this unreported mark
may stand for James Preston/London. Any support
for the idea out there?

Zrom.the .1647 tract, These Tradesmen Are
Preachers. Unfortunately little can be
seen of the boxmaker's plane. It appears
to have totes fore and aft. The toe end
apparently projects forward and downward
in an irregular slope. The profile of the
heel may match. The front of the workman's
bench has what looks like a jam stop for
supporting the forward end of a board being planed. .However there is no sign of
pegs in the bench leg to support the backend of the board so we are unsure of this
detail.

Three irons found in otherwise unmarked planes
by Mike Krudsort are
w.HALL/ 2865/WARRANTED CAST STEEL
HULETT CAST STEEL ( in a crown moulder)
.EN & CHRIST SCHJOTH/A GARATIE
We are reminded by Bob Graham that at the last
Albany meeting of EAIA, Paul Kebabian had a display of Spicer and other early N.E. planes. It
included a dating of the Spicers of North Groton
Conn. OLIVER SPICER, 1726-1804; AMOS SPICER
1762-1822 and OLIVER SPIER 1766-1839.
:n the auction catalog of Tyrone Roberts for a
sale scheduled for April 7, 1981 appear a number of pames, variants, or first appearances (?)
of aarks:
J' McDONALD cast iron smooth
w.BOWEN, moulder
Wm.McFARLANE/1880 lever cap on cast iron smooth
GILLET (no mark given in BP II so assumedly no
example observed) moulder
H.P.TILL gun metal smooth
ROCK SONS & CO moulder
DAVIS moulder
BIRCH & SON/WARRANTED moulder
T.CHILDS (BP II has C CHILDS) moulder
J.HODSDON moulder
H.TIMMS moulder
SNOWDEN/168 OLD ST. moulder
HOPKINSON/HIGH ST.CAMDEN TOWN moulder
BUCK SON & WINDSOR/2 RUSSELL ST. PORTSMOUTH
moulder
KNIFE moulder
MARSH & WINN moulder
ROST FLAXMAN moulder
HILL & SON moulder
J. DIXON (scroll) moulder
J.MILLER (zb). moulder
ROCK & CO (oval) moulder
C.MILLER/3HIGHBRIDGE moulder
JARVIS & RISTON/PRESTON
I COHEN/155 ST.ANDREW RD.
_
A curious di crepanoy has appeared as a result
of a list published by Joe Dziadul in Jan. 1981.
He offers a plane marked PARRY/BROOKLYN and remarks that according to Roberts 2nd Edition
(WPINCA) no previous sample of the mark has.been
recorded. Reference to WPINCA shows that the Joh,'L
S Parry/Brooklyn entry is starred to indicate
that no imprint has been recorded. However,
the Roberts' Planemakers...NY... states that
the imprint of John S. Parry is PARRY/BROOKLYN.
Whatever lies behind the seeming conflict in reports, we can mark our private lists to indicate
that at least one PARRY/BROOKLYN mark has surfaced.

A 71' jointer of 18th C characteristics was recently acquired by Dave Spam', The iron is by
WELDON and tapers from edge upward in the breadth
Dan Semel reports that there has been observed
dimension so that it can only be inserted or
COX,
I
by
and
L.LITTLE
by
both
a plane marked
removed through the bottom of the plane. No
notes
He
combination.
unexpected
surely an
maker's name appears on the plane which 'has
with
planes
L.LITTLE
two
owns
also that he
deep chamfers on the stock, wedge and tote. The
SLEEPER style wedges and remarks that such weddesign of the tote, which is pegged into the
ges are contrary to the pattern normally. assostock, is unusually attractive. An extraordciated with Little. He wonders if these examples inary feature of the stock is its construction
might not suggest that Little's commercial acof two layers which are pegged together. A
tivities extended beyond the making of planes
second plane of similar construction accompanied
Dave's plane but was not acquired by him.
to merchandizing those made by others. We would
like to follow this possibility up and hope you
The uncredited drawing in V-4-17 turns out to be
will report any unusual details in connection
with a Little plane.
the work of Dale Carpenter. We abused him twice
unfortunately because we corruptwd his report
that should have read J.L.HERRICK. Our
V- Seth Surchard sends us a copy of the Jan. 24
apologies.
Auction by Jenkins Auction Service of Noblesville,
Indiana. Seth has marked a number of plane offer- In his auction catalog for Nov. 1980, Richard
ings which include names that may be makers or
Crane reports a "plow plane S blades mkd
dealers not given in standard lists.
J.ISLEY".
. 2" Moving Fillister - W?H?PENCE
. Wedged Arm Plow Plane - T.CLARK (WPINCA Names
Alone)
. Sash Molding Plane - LITTELATKINSON/LOUISVILLE
(T.Atkinson worked in Louisville, Ay. WPINCA)
Charles Latimer reports the label GRAVEL &
. Pair of Match Planes - THOMAS LITTELL/LOUIS
BOULARD/moNTREAL who were apparently hardware
VILLE, KY
dealers for their mark appears on a plane stamp. Molding Plane - L.SOWERS
ed Malloch & Son of Perth. There is a beautiful
2 " Molding Plane - PREED
/
. 1
device of a half eagle, half wolf with the words
TRADE MARX next to the Malloch mark. The plane,
. Rabbet plane - marked Ohio Tool but also
a round, is equipped with an iron also marked
marked W.W.ENHAM (perhaps a dealer?)
MALLOCH.
Confirmation of any of these names and additional information about them will be useful.
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NOTES & CUERIES
Based on similarities of style RES has suggested that J.R.TOLMAN and A.CUMINGS may have worked together at one time or perhaps were apprenticed in the same shop.

In 11-1-18 the name B.LEETE is reported. Bud
Brown now informs us of a plane marked N.LEET.
Though the terminal E is missing there is a
suggestion that these two markers may be related because they share a very unusual name.

From Dan Fromer comes this interesting note:
"In response to the inquiry concerning planemakers who also made braces, I would like to
note the following: In my collection I have an
18th C American wooden brace made of birch. I
purchased it in 1968 in Kent,Connecticut. It
is nearly and precisely stamped

Mike Knudson writes apropos of Eric Peterson's zuggestion in V-i; "I have a marking
gauge stamped T.J. McMASTER & CO/AUBURN, ...Y.
The mark is different from any I've seen on his
wooden planes." Compare Bob Graham's note on
marking gauges by planemakers in V -4
Birchland Antiques Catalog Bla lists Gunmetal shoulIron marked
der rebate, mahogany finished in fill.
BENJAMIN SLATER/LONDON. Slater is listed as a plane
maker in BP II but is not in the ironmaker list.

An unusual marking on a plough is H.WETBERELL/
The mark is a three deckGLASTONBURY/CHATHAM._
er and each element is a separate stamp. The
plane is owned by Bill Rigler who reports that
the arms or stems of the fence are each retained
by a thumb screw as is the wooden depth stop.
Chatham was on the east bank of the Connecticut
river about 9 miles E. of Middletown, Conn.
Glastonbury is father north, about 7 miles south
of Hartford. The plough is dated 1811 just below
the maker's mark.

This mark appears to be the same
ss that on a plane reported by
Roger Smith in IV-3-15."
In another auction catalog, 44, John Bittner listed among many planes with familiar :rakers names
these unusual ones:
. D.S.& S.P. GEER, No 81, 14" wooden flooring
plow plane
. G.RUECEERS - moulding plane
The label MARSH $ WINN which we have not seen
listed in standard works is reported by Joe
Dziadul in his January '81 list. It appears on
a rounder with 18 C characteristics.
On a panel raising plane with a single iron by
WOOD in a sawtooth
John Green is embossed
border reports Dave Perch. The John Green iron
also bears a secondary mark with the appearance
of a trident or perhaps
a fleur de lis. The dates
of the John Green label
1781-1800, and perhaps
-1824- do not jibe withe the 1843 date of George Wood who used an embossed label with only
his last name according to BP II.

In his list of Nov. '80, Bud Steere tells us
about an 18 C fixed sash of birch. It is marked FELCH and Bud supposes him a Probable owner
but we have had the name previously noted,
B-ARS V-2-15 (S FELCH, owned by Dan Semel).

•

If this lighthearted drawing
of a prize of great magnitude
is not by Len Borkowski then
your editor has once more mixed
his files into a porridge of
confusion.

The report of A BELT 111-4-8 has perhaps geen
given confirmation by another appearance of the
mark in the list of Joe Dziadul circulated in
Jan. '81. The mark is in script and is stamped on a 3/4" bead plane. Since the plane earlier
reported also came from a Dziedul list and was
also a 3/4" bead plane we cannot be sure that we
are not looking at a holdover of nearly 3 years
ago. We hope Joe will let us know.

A report of a hollow and round set by THOMAS
LEWIS HUNT/CHARIESTOWN,MASS. has been recorded'
GRANT come to us from Bill Rigler.
by Bud Steere and reported in his Nov. '80 catThe planes which are 10 1/8" long and are marked
alog. The plane is a 3/4" dado.
with crowned initials M / also bear the boxed
initials AA and are branded ARMITAGE on the side.
Armitage may be AA and may be an early owner we
'Iswei more reports of planes by THO GRANT/NEW YORK
don't know. The round plane is equipped with a
_come from Bob Seifert. A hollow bears the
Newbould iron. The iron in the hollow is uncrowned letters I.C. the same initials whit'
marked.
appeared on a moulder owned by Ray Strom reported in 111-4-3. A sash coping plane is
The list of Tho. Grant planes grows. Dan Semel
stamped with crowned letters G D . These overobserved a moulder with a shelf or
recently
stamp another pair of letters which are diffistep composed of a fillet and ogee marked THO
D G,we might surmise the stamper originally
If
GRANT/NEW YORK. Most interesting feature was
put on the letters in the wrong order and corthe iron which is marked LANE. BP II lists
rected them. No explanation for overstamping
iron makers Thomas Lane 1770- and Edward Lane
C occurs to us. There are no marks on the
1780-81-. Both men were from Birmingham.
irons and both planes have been cut down to
2 " by trimming their heels.
/
91
An example of lignum vitae boxing on a 2" Grecian
ovolo with bead by ISRAEL WHITE/FHILAD is reported by R .
VI-2-17

From Charles Latimer comes rubbings of three
states of the DRYBURGH label, J.DRYBURGH/
BRIGHT, ONT.: DRYBURGH/N.E. HOPE,ONT.: and
DRYBURGH/DUNDEE. Unfortunately they will not
reproduce.
We have a report of several antique planes with
unrecorded names from Sherwood Chamberlain. Fib
hopes that other sightings will he reported and
that perhaps someone will have information
about them:
J.H.SHAW collected in the vicinity of Fall
River Mass. Relieved wedge and other early characteristics. May be Maker/owner.
J.WOODS, of early appearance
W.HOWE, early appearance. Stamp has large
lettering.
HOWEL, name appears on both the stock and the
plane iron.
A variant mark of GREENFIELD TOOL CO/GREENFIELD,
MASS., is noted by RKS. This example is embossed
in a straight line. A more usual mark is embossed in an arch and an incised straight line
is also seen. The reported label appears on a
2" jointe.:.
/
281
A single iron, 8" smooth plane with the mark
A WHITE has been reported Dale Carpenter. Dale
is of the opinion that it may have been used by
a shipbuilder. The iron bears the BUTCHER
label.
From Bud Brown comes news of the discovery of
a hoard thought to have been in the possession
of a single family for many years. It includes
planes by PHILLIPSON, B.FROGATT, OWEN, G. YORK
and H.scuLTHORPE. The scuithorpe has turned
up previously only in Bill Goodman's list of
single instance "Problem Children". The discovery of a Sculthorpe in the U.S. gives reasonable assurance that the mark is that of a
maker and not of an owner. J.G. YORK is cited
in I-4-9, 111-3-8 and IV-1-8 but no record of
G.YORK. Phillipson, Frogatt and presumably
Owen are of 18th C vintage as may be York
and Sculthorpe.
Bob Graham tells us that the A STEAD wedge
tracing V-1-8 is of a replacement wedge albeit an early one. This leaves Stead's membership in the relieved wedge school in question.
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of Sherwood Chamberlain.

Ray Wisnieski reports BUTLER/PHILAD. incised on
1/1" fully boxed beading plane. Also incised
owners name,D.PATTERSON 3 times each side of
plane upside down 4" serif letters. Corn pare
WPINCA John Butler 1819-35, George Butler 17951830.According K.R. no examples of these makers
are recorded..

from the collection

In Joe Dziadul's Heritage House list of Jan. 1981
appears the mark, W & E PERRY/W`HAVEN on a two,
deck embossed label. Joe remarks that it is
"not listed by Roberts' which is not quite correct for in the addenda-list at the end of the
alphabetical listing and also in the section,
Firm Names With Partial Addresses of WPINCA 2nd.
Edition appears a very similar reading, W E PERRY/
w.HAVEN. We assume that the version in WPINCA
is the result of a questionable reading or re,
port for Joe sketches the mark in his list,
clearly showing an ampersand between W and E
and also a slightly raised, small T after the
W in the lower deck. Our gazeteer records only
one WEST HAVEN of two separate words, WEST
HAVEN, CONN, a part of New Haven and the seat
of various manufacturing enterprises. As
planemaking did occur in New Haven, we think
West Haven, Comm., is a likely candidate for
the Perry's location. There were also two
Perry plane makers in N.Y.C. as we learn from
They were James
the Roberts' Planemakers
H. and John H. Perry. Perhaps there is a family
connection. James appears in 1832 for one year

We are happy to report that The Tool Shed, the
journal published by CRAFTS, the New Jersey
tool collectors' Society has reprinted two
B-ARS pieces on N.J. planemakers (V-2 & V-4).
Anyone interested in membership in CRAFTS should
send $5 to the Treasurer, C. Carroll Palmer,
725 Pemberton Ave., Plainfield, N.J. 07060.
Membership year is July through June.

Shaw wedge -

Dan Semel tells us that he owns a plane marked J. 00THOUDT that is the twin of one credited to WOOTHOUDT appearing on page 196 of WPINCA.
Neither Dan nor your editor are sure what the
use of this tool is. Can anyone make a suggesThe two 00THOUDTS. J and W apparently
tion?
shared more than a surname.

J.Ii.

NOTES & QUERIES

The Tool Box catalog ==17 of March, 1981 issued
by Sock Moody has the following unusual names:
BRUMLEY- hollow, a conversion? Appears to
have been lignum vitae boxed, 18th C
ADAM AULT - smooth plane (compare SAM AULT
BP II)
J.WATLEY - not described
J.WATERMAN - side bead
H.PALMER - side bead
HORNER & SON/PHILA. also H.CHAPINAJNION
FACTORY - side bead
WHITE & SPEAR- moving filister (compare Whittier & Spear, WPINCA)
WINTROP - (compare Rentrop, B-ARS I-4-1.2)1)
a gunmakers "V" plane
A.JACOBS - grooving plane 18 C?
J.BIRCH - tongue (compare John Birch & Son,
John Birch & Co, BP II)
Dave Scanq tells us. he has found two examples
of moulders by JO WILBUR. They are 10" long
with relieved wedges and deep chamfers and are
professionally made. The stamp appears early
and the planes appear to be of the 18th and
19 C Providence type.

IMP
TRANSITIONAL AND METALLIC PLANE INFCBMATION
ROGER K. SMITH, Editor

.
This article on the Howkins Plane, including the photos in the photo section, was
submitted by Trevor Robinson of 65 Pine St., Amherst, Mass. 01002. He is willing to send
photocopies of the complete set of patent papers to anyone interested for the cost cf
copying and postage.'. We thank him for this article and encourage other members to sub7dt
articles of this nature.
•
THE HOWK:NS PL;LNE
by
Trevor Robinson
In 1914 John Shirley Howkins of London was granted a British Patent on a grooving
plane of radically new concept. His planes were then sold up until the late 1940's but
surprisingly they are almost unknown today. Craftsmen who have used them, though, speak
of them with veneration; and the lucky few who own them would sooner sell a member of
the family than their Howkins. The following description is based on examination of two
different models, the patent description, and the Buck and Hickman Catalog of 1935. An
article in Woodworker (Beardmore, A.SI, Woodworker 81, 138-139, /977) is highly misleading 'oecause it based only on a reading of the patent, whereas actual production models
were .luite different.
The novel concept of Howkins, and about the only feature that survived from patent
application to actual product, was the idea of a rigidly supported cutter that was gradually
fed into the work by a cross-slide through a hole in the sole. Unlike other grooving
planes, there is no skate-like projection into the groove that is being made. An obvious
consequence of this design was the possibility of cutting curved grooves and grooves
stopped at one or both'ends. Some of the special effects that could be achieved, are shown
in the Buck and Hickman Catalog. For cross-grain work two cutters were clamped together,
the top one a usual plow iron and the bottom one ground to have two side-cutting spurs.
Other special attachments permitted making dovetail and even tee slots. The plane is
capable of doing many of thn jobs that an electric router is used for now. Unlike other
unrowered router planes, though) it cuts clean grooves that can be located precisely by
attached fences or trammels.
In 1935 four models were advertised (B, C, D, and E). These are based on WO different body castings and two different tool holders, giving rise to the four combinations.
The absence of a odel A is intriguing and makes one wonder if there was an earlier model,
no loner made in 1 935. The patent describes two vereions that are both more complex, and
possibly :odel A was one of these. Following this idea, I refer to the two versions of
the -atent as A-1 and A-2.
:!odel A-1 of the patent locks superficially like the production models but differs
in that the angle of the cutter could be adjusted in two directions. The angle to direction
of travel is variable from having the blade holder attached to a rotatable disc. In this
way the angle of attack could he raised for hard woods and lowered for soft woods. The
cutter could also be angled to the right or left to permit cutting dovetail or half-dovetail
.ode1 A-2 WS based on a body casting of quite different design, but it also
?.rooves. 24
incorporated the adjustable angles feature. Although it is easy to suggest that the
omission of the extra adjustability in production models was only for the purpose of
ieducing costs, another possibility to be considered is that the additional joints made
the plane less smooth cutting by diminishing its rigidity.
Incidentally, the Buc'i: and Hickman Catalog also describes a mortising machine by
Howkins; but I am unaware of any other products manufactured or designed by him.
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BUCK & HICKMAN, LTD..,

The Howkins Plane
Entirely Eiritieb.

Fig. 6451
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